GOOD AIR ANYWHERE
WITH DU PONT VENTUBE

VENTUBE is an impregnated, flexible fabric duct, impervious to air and moisture and proofed against fungus, acid waters and other underground conditions.

The VENTUBE System of secondary ventilation for coal and metal mining consists of a line of VENTUBE and its necessary accessories coupled to a small, portable, motor-driven fan unit. It takes air at any point in the established courses and delivers it to any other point where needed within a practical range of 300 feet.

All the equipment, including motor, for a 500 feet installation of VENTUBE can be loaded on a single mine car. In a timbered entry, one man can carry, suspend and couple all sections, connect to motor and have the line in operation in three hours.

With this simple, efficient and thoroughly flexible system of supplying air to difficult places, mining engineers solve many problems of ventilation in the most prompt and practical way. The comfort and efficiency of the miners are increased, labor turnover cut down, and the coal or ore produced at a substantial saving per ton.

The VENTUBE System is a great aid in shaft sinking and tunnel driving, in reaching otherwise inaccessible coal or ore, in reopening old mines, driving through old workings, in advanced development, in rescue work, etc. One of its greatest economies is in the quick dissipation of powder gases so that miners can return to the working faces promptly after blasting.

What VENTUBE is and what it can accomplish in speeding up underground work are fully explained in our new booklet "Good Air Anywhere." A copy will be mailed to you upon request.
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IMPROVE YOUR DANCING AND BE POPULAR
PROFESSOR LOUIS M. LERNER

Academy of Dancing
335 Mass. Ave.
Boston
(Near Boston Avenue)

The School of Authority
Telephones
B. B. 1903-9984

Quick Results Guaranteed!

‘DISTINCTIVE DANCING’ FOR BALLET AND STAGE

Personal instruction by Professor Lerner and his expert staff of ladies and gentlemen teachers. Use impromptu method of teaching all the latest ballroom, society, and dance forms, plus all the newest rhythm steps.

ATTENTION: DANCE IMPROVEMENTS. The school is remedicated by members of the theatrical profession. Soft Shoe, tendon, bat and wing, Lagman, Strutting, jubilee, toe, bipnapo, Suspense, French and Spanish Tamber and Minstrel shoe dancing by experts.

*Special Spring Rates to Tech Students*